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JASON KING IS BACK IN BLACK...King has returned to Black Force, the special-ops division that

shaped him into a one-man army. No sooner does he arrive than chaos unfolds. Two fellow

operatives disappear on a routine surveillance mission in Zamalek, Cairo's most affluent district.As

King battles through Egypt's dark underworld to locate them, he uncovers a revelation much more

sinister than he ever expected...THE JASON KING NOVELSISOLATED - Book 1IMPRISONED -

Book 2RELOADED - Book 3BETRAYED - Book 4
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This is the fourth Matt Rogers' book for me. And I must admit that I am totally "hooked" on the fact

action associated with Jason King fighting the world's bad guys. The plot moves along at a very fast

clip. A real morality play, with a complex and troubled protagonist who is alone against a whole

world of bad guys. The terrorists are truly terrifying, and thankfully Jason King is ready, willing, and

able to do ALL that it takes to stop them. The critics who think that the reader has to "suspend

reality" because they can not comprehend that a hero like Jason King can do what he does and

sustain the trauma/beatings and keep on keeping on. Readers should understand the incredible



physical and mental training challenges that US Army Special Forces and US Navy Seals have to

undergo to graduate to become the Special Operations Warriors who do exactly the kind of things

described by this veteran-author fighting terrorists around the world. Strong work Matt Rogers.

Recommend to readers who like Brad Thor, Tim Tigner, Brian Haig,

I have just completed all 5 of the books in this series and absolutely couldn't turn the pages fast

enough. I love the character. I sincerely believe this is the next Jason Bourne series. Cant wait for

the movies. When will Book 6 be out??? Cant wait to get the ending. I would have liked he character

Slater to have been introduced a book or two earlier than book 4 because the interaction was

perfect yin/yang between the two. I think it was Book 3 that uses he word 'baulked' a lot.....funny

that I noticed that. No disrespect meant, just an observation. I highly recommend these books for

everyone looking for a great new hero. Fast pace, exciting, edge of your seat and twists and turns

making the ride great.

Another great action thriller by Matt Rogers.In this book, Jason King doesn't like girls and he doesn't

like boys. What he does like is killing people.I guess you like doing what you're good at.Jason King

is a great psychopath hero.

I would recommend this book to any fan of Vince Flynn, Brad Thor, Tom Clancy, or any other author

who can grab you by the neck, slap the sleep out of your head and keep you glued the the pages till

the sun comes up and you realize you are late for work. Yeah, he's that frickin good.

A true rock them sock them tale of exploits of an unbelievable character with all the characteristic

soul-searching mental anguish in the middle of the mayhem. Good read for adrenaline thriller

without much need to analyze the truth of the tale.

I am not familiar with other works by this author. But as I have read more books I feel as if the

author is becoming more comfortable, doing a better job of developing characters, giving a better

level of interest development. I love the pure action. The battle and angst Jason experiences

between the need to do the right thing and the desire to experience a normal life. I am hooked.

I recommend this book if for no other reason that Jason King is indestructible. Yea, his feats are

fantastic, but who cares, it's mindless mayhem. Enjoy the ride.



Even more action than the first 3 books- which shouldn't be possible. Some parts a bit unbelievable

but for the most part simply awesome. Recommend you read the first 3 books first so you are ready

for this one. When is book 5 going to be ready?!!!
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